Meet the 7th Grade Team

**CORE CLASSES**

**BETH NAZARIO – SOCIAL STUDIES, LATIN II**

- **Years at Emerson:** 14
- **Additional Classes & Roles:** Curriculum Coordinator, Latin I, Debate, LEGO Robotics, Mythology, Programming, Hot Movies - Cold War, Model United Nations
- **Hobbies:** Raising two children, quality TV, trivia games, softball

**MATT NOLAN – SCIENCE**

- **Years at Emerson:** Incoming
- **Additional Classes & Roles:** Food Around the World
- **Hobbies:** Hiking, biking, playing a guitar and/or singing, playing games (mostly of the card, board, and sporting varieties), rock climbing, gardening, traveling, watching a few good movies, or crocheting

**EDDIE VANRIPER - PRE-ALGEBRA, ALGEBRA**

- **Years at Emerson:** 1
- **Additional Classes & Roles:** Assistant Band Director, Musical Music Director
- **Hobbies:** Watching and playing sports of many kinds, playing music around town, trivia, good TV shows

**LESLEY LITTMAN – LANGUAGE ARTS**

- **Years at Emerson:** Incoming
- **Hobbies:** Growing things like vegetables and flowers, travel, cooking, reading, swimming in lakes in the summer, hanging with family and friends